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The artist active in the contemporary era draws inspiration from her female predecessors. She does not conceal it, quite the 
opposite – she openly signalises this fact in each of her pieces devoted to them. The stories and artworks of Katarzyna Kobro, 
Erna Rosenstein and Maria Jarema inform the works from the cycles The History about Katarzyna, Erna, Collection (for Maria). 
Each of these figures was an avant-garde woman artist living in the 20th century, and the stories of their lives were marked by 
the most horrific events: wars and their consequences, death of their loved ones, destitution and displacement. Such bad times 
were surely not conducive to creative work. And yet, these artists adhered to art and returned to it even at the worst of 
moments. Art as therapy? Not at all. The stake was to salvage something far greater. What is more, after their death, the practice 
of each of these artists waited for a long time for a new interpretation, a new perspective, since it had been confined to 
platitudes and established ways of understanding.  
 
 The artist who has introduced the work of her predecessors into today’s art circulation is Małgorzata Malwina 
Niespodziewana. In their attitudes she mainly discerns sensitivity, but also a vital force maintained despite the suffering caused 
by the external world, and – as I have already mentioned – their essential belief in art as the humanity’s salvation at liminal 
moments. The artistic biographies of the women artists in question feature the following sequence of events: after their initial 
successes comes the war with all its evil, which leaves its imprint on everything and everybody. The later times bring no 
redemption, nothing is what it used to be and one needs to carry on living with the burden of memory. 
 
 The way in which Niespodziewana recounts the attitudes of her protagonists involves a gesture of contrariness to high-
brow Modernist styles of speaking about artists, which deemed discussing art through the prism of biographies unthinkable as it 
was associated with “gossip”. A developed biographic current does indeed exist in our culture, enjoying its own rights and 
employing storyline schemas. However, Niespodziewana’s pieces transfer this tendency in a certain way into the realm of visual 
arts, which is not that friendly towards it. 
 
 This strategy is downright postmodern as it is founded on the conviction that we will no longer invent anything new and 
all we can do is to mix existing symbols forming ever-newer constellations. Niespodziewana accepts the fact that she is standing 
on the shoulders of giantesses. Her predecessors developed the language of modernity, which she – their follower – can only use 
today, nothing more. Yet, the phenomenon of exhaustion does not necessarily mean weakness. Restoring the living memory of 
the antecedents is also organic work indeed: it consists in establishing a women’s version of art history – herstory – and weaving 
the threads of matriarchal artistic genealogy. It also involves building the artist’s own safe haven, where no one can question her 
activity. Niespodziewana’s gesture is therefore tantamount to building a community of women artists: acknowledgement of 
mothers-patronesses-avant-garde artists, but also support for sisters-colleagues who create art today. 
 
 Niespodziewana’s choice to address the oeuvre of the avant-garde pioneers coincided with an increased interest in the 
role and place of women artists in the field of art. At least since the beginning of the 1990s, they have been emerging from 
obscurity to which they were relegated by art history, and the process of strengthening the position of creative women goes on, 
the obstacles notwithstanding. Works by Małgorzata Malwina Niespodziewana form part of the changes occurring in front of our 
eyes and offer evidence that the oeuvre of the women avant-garde pioneers can be read with interest also today. This manner of 
reading obviously differs from the past approaches, as it is necessary to address the context of creative practice: its biographical 
and historical background, and to employ interpretative eclecticism developed by oneself. Malwina Niespodziewana therefore 
relies on biographical knowledge, but also narrative schemas used in her accounts of the stories of women artists’ lives. She 
deliberately taps into the resources of popular culture, evoking such genres as comic and children’s books. She recreates the 
emotional aura of biographical episodes, creating something of inner portraits and making a masterful use of the language of 
form. With regard to Kobro, she recounts the stages of her life that came to a miserable end. As for Rosenstein, she concentrates 
on the aura of her imaginary world. In reference to Jarema, she turns to material and form as a prism through which to highlight 
the elegance and fragility of avant-garde art created against the obstacles posed by the times in which the artist lived. 
 
 In 2008, Niespodziewana evoked the figure of Katarzyna Kobro. It was not the innovative artistic oeuvre of the 
sculptress, however, that interested her the most. Her oeuvre, which positions her among the masters and mistresses of the first 
avant-garde, was juxtaposed with the dramatic story of Kobro’s life. In her works devoted to the sculptress, Niespodziewana 
reversed the usual manner of recounting biographies. Kobro’s fate does not serve as a justification for her creative work, quite 
the opposite – her art was created against the circumstances of her life. Niespodziewana deliberately adopted the account of the 
artist’s daughter as the basis of her project, even though Nika Strzemioska was accused of lack of objectivity. Let us remember, 
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however, that Kobro, who until the 1990s had remained known only to a narrow circle of experts, gained posthumous 
recognition primarily owing to the efforts of her daughter, supported by the Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź. Niespodziewana tapped into 
those achievements, while conducting her own research at the same time. Nika’s account offered her an excellent basis on which 
to weave her story, since the topic of The History about Katarzyna is the relation between the artist-mother and her daughter, 
who sought to preserve the memory of her mother. It is the history about Katarzyna as seen through Nika’s eyes. 
 
 Niespodziewana develops her story through individual scenes, which offer a synthetic vision of a given stage of Kobro’s 
life. She does not feel apprehensive about the mythologisation of the artist’s life, but rather plays a game with this phenomenon. 
The choice of the children’s picture book format with pop-up scenes allows her to juxtapose the naive and warm form with 
depressing content. She also uses boxes with cut out drawings arranged to form a spatial composition as well as comic strips. The 
artist thus succeeds in avoiding pathos and distress, she empathises with her protagonists, while remaining factual at the same 
time. Continuing her efforts towards reviving memory, she reconstructed Kobro’s attire: two dresses visible in preserved 
photographs, a shawl and a cap. It was believed for a long time that those garments had been designed by the artist’s husband, 
Władysław Strzemioski, and therefore Niespodziewana’s gesture reclaimed them for Kobro as their actual designer. 
 
 Erna Rosenstein appeared in the work of the Krakow artist in 2015. In this case, inspiration came from a single event. 
Niespodziewana took particular interest in how Rosenstein had coped with the trauma caused by the murder of her parents, 
which she herself had witnessed, and her own miraculous rescue from certain death. It is hard to even imagine such a situation 
and the possibility of coming to terms with it (and carrying on living), not to mention the fact that the murder perpetrated by a 
Polish shmaltsovnik (person who blackmailed Jews in hiding – trans. note) in a forest near railway tracks is something that 
escapes representation. And yet, Erna Rosenstein recounted that tragedy in biographic accounts and alluded to it in her paintings 
and drawings. 
 
 Niespodziewana mainly takes interest in the world of the elderly artist’s imagination and her ways of coping with trauma 
that transpires from her visual style. The prevailing mood in Rosenstein’s abundant oeuvre is melancholia, as shown by the 
analyses featured in the artist’s monograph authored by Dorota Jarecka and Barbara Piwowarska. Rosenstein constantly repeated 
the haunting motif of her parents’ decapitated heads and the gradual disappearance, the fading of their images. 
Niespodziewana’s cycle titled Erna depicts the background of the entire event that painfully haunted the artist in an endless 
repetition – a forest scenery that abounds in dry branches, spiderwebs and thorns. This style of painting, as if straight from a 
fairy tale, collides with the horrific content, neutralising it slightly and making it possible to digest. A fragment of Rosenstein’s 
poem quoted by Niespodziewana in one of her collages: “If I was for real, I would cut my heart out”, indicates yet another 
consequence of the atrocity experienced by the Krakow Group member: the sense of unreality and non-existence that gnawed at 
her. The motif of lack and void, which bears reference to such feelings, appears in several compositions from the cycle Erna. 
 
 When in 2018 Niespodziewana turned her attention to the figure of Maria Jarema, she focussed on abstraction. Her 
collages and graphic prints rely on her own artistic language based on the one developed by Jarema. Serving as its foundation is 
the repetitiveness and rhythm of multiplied forms that emerge from flatness and into the spatial dimension. Those are akin to 
softened geometrical forms that become rounded, biological, and their task is to generate the impression of floating in space, 
vibration. Niespodziewana managed to perfectly capture the style of Jarema, whose works produce the vision of harmoniously 
flowing forms and are often said – according to the artist’s own suggestions – to represent dance. Testimonies diligently quoted 
by Agnieszka Dauksza in her book reveal that Jarema did not care about appearance and was an extraordinarily charismatic and 
resolute person. Her characteristic features included straightforwardness, persistence and fragility. She was full of contradictions, 
but did they not in fact unify in her art to become one? Collection (for Maria) by Niespodziewana is more cheerful and refers in a 
more veiled way to the artist’s life than her works devoted to Kobro and Rosenstein. A life that was also filled with artmaking 
against the obstacles of the war and post-war destitution, followed later by her terminal illness. 
 
 I am wondering whether the idea of pieces devoted to other women artists is not informed by the thought of reversing 
the evil which they experienced in their own lives. This is because in Niespodziewana’s works I discern a gesture of 
intergenerational solidarity that runs across time. Perhaps her intention is not to create an alternative version of history, but to 
depict its continuation in order to give meaning to the absurd suffering and misery that befell her protagonists. Treating the 
oeuvre of her predecessors as the material for her own works, she acts like a loyal daughter, who seeks redress for the wrongs 
experienced by her spiritual mothers. She does that in order to show that they did not suffer in vain and that their experience 
proved to be significant in the longer run for the future generations and for art as such. 
 

Magdalena Ujma 


